**The Miracle Worker** Rates High Acclaim in Miami Area

Sr. Marie Carol worked a miracle of directing and producing the Playhouse's spring performance, "The Miracle Worker." House lights came down, music filtered and rose as the curtain opened on the home of Helen Keller. Actors and audience presented the true reality of their characters in a play which unfolds the gamut of emotions.

Sophomore Lucille Moss portrayed Annie Sullivan, the once blind young woman who breaks away from herself and her past to help a deaf, blind little girl, Helen Keller (played by Lauri Stout). Lauri, a pupil at St. Rose's School, captivated the audience as she stumbled, and fought her way to communication through a sign language.

Each character in the plot presented a conflict to the audience: Captain Keller (played by Mr. Robert Besson) opposed the young woman—afraid of being disappointed again; Mrs. Kate Keller (played by Maryanne Manegold) wanted her child to come back to her but was afraid of the means necessary to accomplish such a feat; James Keller (Robert Kranz) wanted to belong to the Inter Collegiate Fraternity Ball to be held at the Fontainebleau Hotel on Miami Beach.

Senior to Present Voice Recital Here

By Johanna Lopez

The Barry College Department of music is sponsoring two senior voice recitals in partial fulfillment of a Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in music. Jeanne Tivnan, accompanied by Barbara Holt, will sing at Barry College on April 21, at 8:15 p.m. and at Aquinas College in the Bahamas, on April 27, at 8:00 p.m. A senior voice student and lyric soprano, Jeanne Tivnan is winner of the Miami Music Scholarship, The Stephen Foster Memorial Scholarship, and the National Association of Teachers of Singing Auditions (collegiate divisions). While attending Barry, Continued on Page 4

April's Mission Drive To Aid People of Eleuthera, Bahamas

The Mission Council will send its total collection for the month of April to help Father Pendergast's mission on Eleuthera, Bahamas.

Father Pendergast in a recent letter to the Council stated that on the island of Eleuthera there are some 312 Catholics who are served by three sisters.

During the last seven years, Mission Churches were opened in six places on the island. At Rock Sound, Father Pendergast has his headquarters. It is equipped with a school staffed by sisters and one lay teacher.

At the other Mission Churches, mass is said once a week, and catechetical instructions and care of the sick are given periodically. Several local catechists serve the section of the Bahamas also.

Father Pendergast was a recent visitor to Barry and often spends time here when on business.

The Greek classic "Antigone" will be presented in late May and is directed by Patti Brech. These productions are an excellent example of departmental interplay. Acting, speech, and other requisites of the theater are not limited to the drama and speech majors as science majors. The Student, Be sure to come and support these student productions.

Drama Dept. Offers Plays Of All Types

By Pat Connell

Student productions for the next two months will offer a varied and interesting selection of plays. "The Doctor in Spite of Himself," directed by Lori Ciano will be presented on April 26, 27, and 28.

"Dark Lady of the Sonnet," directed by Terry Fraczek, will be presented at the Playhouse Prop Party. Also at the party Cathy Dunigan will present a play entitled "The Chair." The regular performances of Terry's play will be May 10, 11, 12.
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Dear Editor,

Re: “Chop Suey”, March 15th (see)

Many of you sneer whenever the word “responsibility” is mentioned. Of course, the majority think that it exists to the nth degree and do not hesitate to complain that it is not given to us but rather taken away. It is not totally extinct, but the lack of it is sadly evidenced in the lack of student participation in campus activities. Examples in form of figures were given in the “Chop Suey” column in the last edition of Angelicus.

More figures can be cited in the results of the Mission Drive. At the beginning of the year, approximately 315 girls “voluntarily” pledged to give either 25¢, 50¢, or $1.00 monthly to the Mission Council; but today, this means that the Mission Council expected to receive $115 a month; actually, we have only $102 and 86 have not paid at all. For some it is more than a case of obligation, stemming from our right of membership in the Mystical Body, to support their missionaries from all over the world. Very few of those who have “voluntarily” pledged (extra envelopes were given in the “Chop Suey” column) from the alphabetical file, insert their pledge, and deposit it in the Mission box — just another example in form of figures were given in the “Chop Suey” column in the last edition of Angelicus.

We on the Mission Council have as our aim to promote the Mission spirit on campus in making the Student Council a part of its yearly in the Mystical Body of Christ. Many dedicated men and women spend their lives in the missionary fields, it is our obligation, stemming from our right of membership in the Mystical Body, to support their efforts. We are receiving many responses from burdened missionaries from all over the world. Very few are we able to answer and even then it is not much we have to offer, but everything helps — even your quarter.

We are hopeful that the two remaining Mission Drives will have 100% participation by all those who have “voluntarily” pledged (extra envelopes are available). It doesn’t take much to pick up your envelope (with your name already on it) from the alphabetical file, insert your pledge, and deposit it in the Mission box — just another test of your responsibility. So please be responsible, but more important, realize your obligation as a member of the Church to share your blessings with others.

Thank you,

Secretary of the Mission Council

Dear Editor,

Perhaps it could be arranged to have Friday night socials with various Miami University Fraternities for the girls who would rather be in a supervised crowd making casual acquaintances with a few carefree fellows who enjoy playing a game of bridge or ping-pong, or just simply study together.

With the new Student Union there is a perfect opportunity to have these social meetings which the students would gladly welcome.

An Interested Sophomore

Fourth Quarter Brings Major Campus Elections

As the fourth quarter of the year begins and we anticipate the glories of summer vacation, the election year can easily slip by us unnoticed. We may apathetically disown ourselves with the elections and in turn vote haphazardly in May.

Don’t let this happen. Your vote is very important and should be given much consideration. Study the candidates. Ask yourself — “Does this candidate have the necessary traits of a leader? Can he successfully represent the entire student body on campus and also in the community?” Study the platforms. “Does this candidate offer any substantial platform? Does she provide improvements you desire?”

The solution to campus voting — Consider, study, think, discuss, and vote. Make this year’s campaign real.


cultural gambit...

By Julie Kenney

Bamhart’s American College Dictionary defines spirit as a vigorous sense of membership in a group, and it gives an example of this spirit as COLLEGE SPIRIT. Further investigation of the “all-knowing” dictionary revealed the meaning of vigorous as energetic or forcible. And this led my mind to examine our own COLLEGE SPIRIT.

I tried to consider every student in the light of the definition and came to several definite conclusions.

Are we vigorous, energetic or forcible? Yes, sometimes. Spirit showered the campus on Olympics Day. Spirit glows on Class Days. Do we have a sense of membership? Yes, sometimes.

We exemplify the epiphanies of SPIRIT on these same days. But note here, I used SPIRIT, not COLLEGE SPIRIT. For in my estimation, this SPIRIT is definitely CLASS SPIRIT, not COLLEGE SPIRIT.

Let’s be enthusiastic about our COLLEGE functions. Let’s attend the campus activities designed for the American College students. Club-sponsored movies and dances. Talk about these activities. Tell your friends you’re going, they’ll soon join you. Be enthusiastic. Tell the world of the goodness of our campus. Display COLLEGE SPIRIT.

The Easter Joy Spirits

Special Feeling of Unity

By Linda Petrillo

Around Easter time, unity begins to show itself to us in the Church, the community and the Family. In the Church, the unification of God and His Son through the Resurrection; the Community — the town and its citizens; the Family, the parents and children.

The Family is the most obvious example of this unity, but often we think of it merely as a group of related people doing their best to exist day by day.

What we fail to see at times in each member within this unit, however, is this spirit of concern and was chief to represent his people in the family of which he can.

What are the roles in a family? First, the Mother and Father.

A Mother is one who has given life to another being. What I mean is, she has given life from any other woman is her power of creativity. She is the cause for a new child of God’s to attain heaven. She does this unselfishly knowing that she has shared in the plan of the Creator as His Instruments.

A Mother represents kindness and understanding. She is a listener to the world who selects only the goodness. She offers her children. She is a model of virtue and prudence and the guide for happiness and peace of mind.

A Father is a protector of his children. He is a giver of wisdom. He is a judge and a jury who never finds his children guilty without first being sure of it. He is a man who puts his family first and himself last and works for them because they’re his own life.

A Father is strength in all times. He is never too tired to stop. He wants to be sure all is right and complete. He is gentle by nature, only one who has been firm, can be gentle.

His is a world of decisions—for he is the protector of his family’s bodies and souls.

A child is a mother’s and father’s answered prayer. He is the perfection of their marriage.

A child is a young twig who grows in fullness and beauty and stands straight towards God. He is a student of the world around him, learning and choosing the wealth that encompasses him. He is a piece of music his parents have created under God’s direction.

If we all see our role in the family and live it, we do not only protect the Holy Family. In the Church, the unification of God and His Son through the Resurrection the Community the town and its citizens; the Family, the parents and children.
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Fulfillment of a Goal

By Denise Vanderwerff

"At the outset of her college education each student should have her goal in mind so that she can be guided wisely toward its attainment." This is one of the principles set forth in our Student Guide. Is it fulfilled?

What is the purpose of education? It's to give the students a mass of valuable information and train them in certain techniques so that they can earn a living and integrate with humanity. But how can man integrate with humanity unless he has been integrated himself? To be integrated all men's elements of nature must be rightly related to one another and to the goal of life. In education the development of the responses is essential and the response to truth standards which challenge the mind in forcing it to contemplate.

This for in this sphere of growth, education has often pointed out as an element favorable to the development of the mind. But shouldn't always be the case. The really creative individual is one who has been firm, can be gentle.

In relating these ideas and goals of education to ourselves, we must evaluate our own effort and the fulfillment of our potential. In our daily application we are exerting ourselves to the utmost or are we just adding to our needs? In your own personal goal and decide for yourself whether your rate of development will produce a maturely educated young woman.
Students See French Plays
In Barry College Auditorium

Barry's students of the French language were enriched last night by seeing two plays at our auditorium. L'Apollon, an opera in one act by Jean Giraudoux, and Orphée, a tragedy in one act by Jean Cocteau, were presented by French students. Barry's French Department.

Nurses Attend Surgical Meeting

The Junior Nursing students, accompanied by Sister Adelina, O.P. and Sister Carolyn, O.P., attended the nurses division of the South-eastern Surgical Congress at the Americas Hotel on March 18 and 19.

"What's New in Surgery!" was the topic of the annual convention comprised of surgeons and nurses from thirteen southeastern states. The program covered a wide variety of subjects with a sure of real importance to the nurse in her daily work.

The current speakers included surgical leaders from all sections of the nation. In the formal style, the panels afforded free and easy exchange of ideas. A question and answer period and a demonstration of the equipment discussed, followed each lecture period, allowing various requests from the floor.

Highlighting the convention was a large number of splendid scientific and commercial exhibits. The latest in drugs, treatments, and equipment were on display.

Those attending were given the convention program so that they could take an active part in the discussions.

Visitors Tour Barry's Campus

By Penny Hook

Some of the area's high school students received first-hand information on what they visited Barry's campus, March 30.

This yearly program is an introduction to collegiate life for Barry's parochial and public high school students who are interested in elementary and secondary education. The program this year was sponsored by the Education Department under the direction and guidance of Sister Ann Thomas, O.P.

The students met in the Rotunda at 11:00 a.m. where they received "hello" tags and programs outlining the afternoon's activities. There was an informal general introduction to Barry College followed by a discussion concerning the education and curriculum offered by Barry. Key and resource students appointed specifically participated in this part of the program.

The students had lunch in Thompson Hall, which was followed by tours of the campus conducted by student guides. All Barry high school students an opportunity to ask questions concerning courses, social functions, extra-curricular activities, and also get a free admission to the student program, "Our Town" at 2:15 p.m.

Frosh Sponsor SQB Drive

The Freshmen Class is sponsoring a book drive this month to aid the inmates of San Quentin Prison. A box will be placed in the library where they are judged on the basis of scholarship and general college record. According to Sue, approximately fifty other students besides herself will take part in this program at Oakridge.

Not exactly certain yet as to her immediate duties, Sue has explained her job as being "Research with radioactive isotopes."

The Oakridge Research Center which is under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission has done much research on cancer. A hospital is staffed at the Center at which cancer is treated with radioactive materials. Considering this, Sue feels that her job probably will be connected with this research.

This summer, Sue, a Junior chemistry major, will have the opportunity to take part in a summer research program at the Oakridge Research Center in Oakridge, Tennessee.

In an attempt to encourage research, the Oakridge Center offers this summer program for college juniors, who are majoring in science. Most applicants are from colleges in the southeastern area. Applications are sent to Oakridge where they are judged on the basis of scholarship and general college record. According to Sue, approximately fifty other students besides herself will take part in this program at Oakridge.

Not exactly certain yet as to her immediate duties, Sue has explained her job as being "Research with radioactive isotopes."

The Oakridge Research Center which is under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission has done much research on cancer. A hospital is staffed at the Center at which cancer is treated with radioactive materials. Considering this, Sue feels that her job probably will be connected with this research.

This summer, Sue, a Junior chemistry major, will have the opportunity to take part in a summer research program at the Oakridge Research Center in Oakridge, Tennessee.

In an attempt to encourage research, the Oakridge Center offers this summer program for college juniors, who are majoring in science. Most applicants are from colleges in the southeastern area. Applications are sent to Oakridge where they are judged on the basis of scholarship and general college record. According to Sue, approximately fifty other students besides herself will take part in this program at Oakridge.

Not exactly certain yet as to her immediate duties, Sue has explained her job as being "Research with radioactive isotopes."

The Oakridge Research Center which is under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission has done much research on cancer. A hospital is staffed at the Center at which cancer is treated with radioactive materials. Considering this, Sue feels that her job probably will be connected with this research.
Home Ec. Majors Play House

By Katie Zunzar

Little girls invite their friends to their play house for tea and cookies, and dress up like women when she enters her bridge club. They experiment with make-up and eagerly help mom around the house, usually leaving it in a more chaotic state than it had been originally. They happily create a world of fantasy in their make believe houses. So what happens to little girls when they grow up?

Many still hold on to the pleasures of the home-making experiences, and center their interests and studies on home economics.

Cynthia Fairn, Judy Groover, Bobbi Benaglia, and Gloria White are four such girls who just completed a six week course in the Practice House, where they performed all the daily chores of a homemaker.

On a thirty dollar a week budget, these girls did their own marketing, prepared their own meals, kept their own house, and entertained guests, having sisters, priests and housemates, and entertained guests, within the budget, these girls did their own marketing, prepared their own meals, kept their own house, and entertained guests, having sisters, priests and housemates, and entertained guests.

Jeanne has played the lead in Barry musicals "King and I," "Brigadoon," and aids the chorus in "Christmas Trifecty." She has also presented numerous concerts and recitals on radio and TV.

The program will include: Battu, batti, O odd Macchin in For Dumboos, Ifollow with Gladness from "St. John Passion," Munchacht, Haiden-Roslein, Ayres ur rewe, Tes yeux, Villanelle, Jewel Song from "Faust," The Virgin's Slumber Song, The Bird, The Answer, Kerry Heroes, The Leperchaun, and Cane none from "Rigettele."

"History Can Be Fun" Claims Active Dept.

In an effort to inform the student body and to show that history is vital and can be very interesting, the history department has recently sponsored several events on campus.

Mr. Lorin F. Ashbaucher, Assistant Principal for Administration at North Miami Junior High School, narrated slides of his trip around the world for the Geography 102 class and other interesting persons last Wednesday, April 3. Sister Elizabeth Ann explained her purpose in having Mr. Ashbaucher's speak as a means of proving that geography can be fascinating.

On Thursday, April 4, Mr. Frank E. Smitherman, the British Consul in Miami, spoke on the British imperial policy and entertained questions from the audience on related matters.

Of continuing interest to all those who try to keep abreast of current events but cannot find the time to read a weekly news magazine is the news map of the world. Published every week, the map features the most important international events of the past few days. It is posted each week by the history department on the large bulletin board near Room 150.

The jobs of first cook, second cook, housekeeper, and hostess were rotated throughout this accelerated course, required for a teacher certification.

Cynthia said she found it a valuable experience, which is sure to come in handy when she is married and caring for her own home. "If nothing else," she added, "I learned to juggle my time around."

Bobbi also felt the experience in the Practice House was worthwhile, and said, "I wish more girls had an opportunity to take this course."

SOARING SUCCESS SMILES ON SOPH'S — Fighting under intense competition, the Sophomore class rose victorious on Olympics Day. The Scissors finished second and third and fourth places were won by the Freshmen and Juniors classes respectively.

STAGE AND SCREEN SCENE

by Sue Trzaska

The Shores

Now showing at the Shores Theater, the new Hitchcock thriller, The Birds. It is a tale of what happens when the birds all over the world decide to take over. This should be good entertainment for us but not for our younger brothers and sisters.

Boulevard

For the youngsters, now at the Boulevard, Miracle of the White Stallions. It is a story of the famous Spanish Riding Academy of Vienna, and how a rare breed of horses was saved during World War II from devastation. Featured are Robert Taylor and Eddie Albert, with James Francesca.

The Mayfair

The Mayfair, downtown next to Jordan Marsh department store, will next feature Billy Budd. This movie is almost a one-man show presented by Peter Ustinov. The Oscar Winner not only produced the film of the last novel by Herman Melville, he directed it and plays Captain Ahab. This is an unknown young actor, Terence Stamp, as the innocent Billy Budd.

Sheridan

After less than a three-month run, the Marion Brandon open mating On The Boun will have left the Sheridan theatre and will be replaced by Hom the West Was Won. The impressive cast includes, Debbie Reynolds, Henry Fonda, Robert Preston, and many more stars. This will be the first feature movie in Cinerama that tells a story. All other movies previously done in this process have been of a documentary nature.

Coconut Grove Playhouse

Now playing at the road company production of Jeann Kerr's Mary, Mary. At the end of the month Joan Bennett will star in Never Too Late, a comedy now on Broadway.

Oscares

After last night's Oscar ceremony, the award season has another event. The Emmy awards, TV's answer to the Academy Award, will be presented soon.
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